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How to change your belly button ring for the first time

Changing a pierced belly button is a simple procedure but doing it wrong can cause some damage to your skin, compromising the healing process, or resulting in an unpleasant infection. You could hear horror stories about craft picings getting infected with inflammation or tears when someone tried to change their jewelry for the first time. Fortunately, these
kinds of complications are easy to avoid. We've put together this easy to follow step-by-step guide to changing your belly ring, so you can swap out your original jewelry safely and with confidence. Wash your hands well with antibacteral soap. Whenever you're dealing with a perception, especially if it's your first time changing it, your biggest concern will be to
avoid infection. Since but you can carry a lot of bacteria, don't skip this step. Clean the lance with skin settings and saline solutions. Again, this is about preventing infections. By keeping everything clean, you will minimize the amount of bacteria you pierce your body to expose to. Sanitize your new jewelry. Clean your beautiful jewelry buttons regularly should
always be in front of yourself. A popular method of doing this is to soak up the beautiful button to rub alcohol (be sure to dry in the alcohol and leave the jewelry circle before placing it). This can be effective, but note it can crush your jewelry that is acrylic or feature any gem. If that's the case for your new travel ring, then use the same type of antibacteral
soap you use to wash your hands. Remove your original jewelry. After removing the ball from it, he should slide out without fairly easy. If it doesn't, it could be a sign that Lance's wasn't ending recovery or healing injury. Swipe into your new neighbors ring. Close the ring with a ball or any other closure it has, if any (some are simply curve and should sit in
place without anything holding them in). Never remove or change your jewelry before piercing your body is fully healed. Doing so can not only result in complications, but you lance might also heal close without any jewelry in place. The last thing you want is so impartial to change your jewelry that you end up needing to get your belly button re-pierced and
have to start the healing process (and wait time) all over again. A lance craft can take a long time to heal. How long it takes varies from person to person and will depend on whether you follow the instructions to appreciate. In general, expect to wait three months in a year before you can switch out the original jewel. One good sign that it's about making
healing is that you can move it easily. The skin around pierced you should also look more or less the way it did before pierced. There should not be syndrome or any subjects. If you have difficulty removing your jewelry even after you pierce your body fully healed, by trying to force it out. Doing so can cause water and irritation, which will increase your risk of
infection. Instead, see your piercer for advice. They can also have the tools (and skills) to remove a sticky lance without any pain or damage. Finding Right Gauge Getting the Right Measure is Critical. If your jewelry is thick than you pierced, you will have a hard time wearing it and you can even cause some damage to the process. Enter in the Right Direction
the More belly button should be entered at the top of your body pierced. This is the easiest way to do it and it will make it less likely that something goes wrong and you develop an infection. On the contrary, know that some jewelry designed are gone from below. If you want to be completely sure, ask your collector which direction the jewelry should be
inserted when you purchase the sale button from them. After wearing the Jewelry Once you have changed your neighbor ring button, keep checking your pierced body regularly for signs of inflammation, red, or other problems. No matter how cautious you were when changing your jewelry, there is always a risk of complications or infections. It's better to catch
this early so you can treat it before it gets worse, so don't just insert the jewel and forget about it. If the lance feels itching after swapping the jewelry, treat it with an antibiotic ointment. Symptoms should subside within a day or two. If they don't, look at a doctor to treat him. Resume changing a pierced belly button is easy and simple, but make sure you take
your time and follow caution to avoid infection or tears. Medioimages/Photodisc/Photodisc/Getty Images Removed Body Jewelry from a craft piercing can cause the hole to shrink rapidly, even in seconds, according to the Association of Professional Picerers. This can make changing your travel ring for the first time a frustrating experience. Most professional
pierced peers are willing to change jewelry for free or for a small fee, though exching out jewelry bodies on a healing craft pierced in the house is possible, using care and consideration for the delicate nature of the lance. Change your travel ring for the first time only after the lance is fully healed. Recovery time varies from person to person. A pierced craft can
take as little as two months or as long as a year to heal, according to Elayne Angel in the piercing bible. The binary button is initially used in the lance designed with safety and the healing of the pierced in mind. Starting bellow rings are made of inert, bio-compatible materials that allow the perceptional time to heal without interfering from irritation caused by
metal alloys or compounds. Therefore, most starting rings for pierced craft are plain and devoid of worship. They are also longer than jewelry accommodates for the first smooth accompanying the unemployment in Lance. Changing your belly button pierced for the first time allows you to customize the look you pierced your body by choosing different metal,
color, gem and sauna to decorate your novel. Select the jewel of the correct measure. Gauge refers to the diameter of shambs of the belly button -- the smaller the number, the larger the jewelry. The body treats jewelry that is too thin as a foreign object and begins to push it to the surface, a process called Rejection. If the replacement jewelry is too thick,
shock and stretch of the lance can result. Choose the jewelry body that is the right length to pierce your body; a ring belly button that is too small can cut circulation in the area, while a ring that is too large can cause embroidered and unemployment. Look for high quality materials, such as gold or silver, when choosing jewelry to make the switch, even healing
the pierced body you can become compounded by a metal allergy. Use soap and water to rub your hands for 15 to 20 seconds. Swab your belly button with a sterile saline sipe to remove bacteria and microorganisms. If you have a hard time breaking the jewelry, wear a pair of latex gloves or nutrient gloves to get a better cuff on the ring. Unscrew the ball
from the top of the pierced neighbor button. Grasp the lower ball and glide the lance from the bottom. Silk the area with another sterile spill, and do the same for the new jewelry. Unscrew the top ball to ring in the new belly button. Swipe the stomach button to ring in the lance from top to bottom, caring not to force the jewelry or cause indicates smoke in the
area. Stain the stomach ring by replacing the ball, and sieving the area down with a clean saline superhero. If you feel comfortable changing your travel button for the first time, consult a professional piercer. If you find yourself half the replacement of your tour button for the first time and are able to place the new jewelry in the lance after removing the old
jewelry, talk to a professional collector immediately. The piercer may be able to use a foam tool typing the jewelry guide into the hole if it has been reduced in size. All pierced bodies run the risk of infection if the first jewelry is changed too quickly, according to the Association of Professional Piercers, but boroughing buttons are especially permissible to matter
and have a minimum waiting period of 16 weeks before you can change it. Once your buffoon button pierced your body, you can change the jewel on your own. But careful handling of the lance and the new jewelry is essential in making sure you don't cause infections or other damage in the pierced area – ehow.com1. As always with your touch pierced,
make sure you across your hands clean your hand before touching it.2. Clean the pierced knob as well as the jews you want to wear.3. carefully remove the ball from the original ring in the original ring and slide the bell button out.4. replace it quickly with new, clean ring neighbor button and attach the ball. 5. Clean the lance and make sure it is moving up and
down as it has before. Take your precautions to the closure piercing up. If you leave it without a neighboring button for a few minutes, it is possible that the lance will close. It is also very important that you do not change the pierced belly button before it is fully cured. this could lead to an infection or the ring belly button closed immediately after removal.
Medioimages/Photodisc/Fotodisc/Getty Images All picings bodies run the risk of infection if the initial jewel is changed soon, according to the Association of Professional Piercers, but borough buttons are especially susceptible to problems and have a minimum waiting period of 16 weeks before you can change it. Once your buffoon button pierced your body,
you can change the jewel on your own. But careful handling of the lance and the new jewelry is essential in making sure you don't cause infections or other damage in the pierced body area. Wash your hands with warm water and antibacteral soap before touching your buffoon button pierced or jewelry. Shing your hands well (any soap that can stay can be
found in pierced your body and cause irritation), then pat dry your hand dry with a paper towel. Soak your new travel button to rub alcohol for 10 minutes or so to disinfect it. Remove the belly button from the rub alcohol and pasta it dry with a paper towel. Unscrew the top ball from your current ring button. The bottom flu in the ring and dormitory slipped it out
of the lance. Turn the ball head back on the bell button ring and place it aside. If you plan to keep the old ring and put it in the future, dipped in alcohol rub immediately after removing it. Unscrew the top ball from your new neighbor button ring. Put the top of the ring in the pierced hole, using gentle pressure until it slipped fully in. Replace the ball over the top
of the ring and screw it tightly into place. Work the new quiet button in a up and down motion to ensure it is properly healed. If you have trouble putting the new belly button ring, take a break and put your old one back in for a few minutes – if you let you pierced your body completely without jewelry, it could be closed within minutes. Immediately contact a
professional body pierced if you can't change your belly ring or if the area gets red or a disseat shape. Do not use a towel to dress to dry your hand before touching your piercing, because it could contain bacteria on it, which might spread through the lance. You pierced.
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